Clean, clean!
Fuel filtration redefined.

Search conveniently,
find what you need instantly.

Agricultural and construction machinery are usually exposed to extremely
dusty environments, making the need for reliable filters all the more
important.

In the online catalog or using the app.

Fuel filters are indispensable in protecting the

of particles effectively – and be able to handle the

Employees in the parts industry or in workshops often lack the time to comfortably search for suitable spare

injection system and engine from contamination.

widely varying fuel qualities around the world. The

parts. Currently, there are over 2,600 types of Hengst filters available online. But despite the large number of

The requirements for diesel filtration keep growing.

Blue.maxx fuel pre-filter from Hengst is the smart

products, we still manage to maintain a clear overview: Hengst’s modern online catalog makes it very easy to find

The filters should remove water and the smallest

solution.

the right filter and dealer in your immediate vicinity, thanks to the integrated route planning.

Diesel fuel contaminated with
particles and water

Pre-filter

Low-pressure
pump

Main-filter

High-pressure
pump

The Hengst online catalog app:

Click here to view the online catalog:

Common rail
injection system

Experience the functionality and all of the benefits of
Blue.maxx in action – simply scan the QR code and
start the animation.

Do you have any questions or are you looking for the right filter applications?
Simply send us an email at: aftermarket@hengst.com. We’ll be happy to contact you!

Wide range of service parts in OEM quality
for agricultural and construction machinery.

Your benefits at a glance:
■ Installation protection against counterfeit

products by means of a patented system
■

Prevention of unjustified warranty and
goodwill costs

■ Environmentally-friendly service

Hengst SE
Nienkamp 55-85 | 48147 Münster
Tel.: +49 251 20202-0 | aftermarket@hengst.com

Work smarter.

www.hengst.com

■ Quality guarantee by means of a visible filter

insert

Agricultural and construction machinery

Clean and fuel efficient.
Fluid management for EU Stage V
applications.

Simply stronger.
Stack filters from Hengst.

Premium market quality. Pays
off for you and your customers.

The EU Stage V emission standard massively lowers the emission limits set
for agricultural and construction machinery. The new limits are a technical challenge for manufacturers. Hengst’s innovative filtration solutions,
which help improve fuel efficiency and lower emissions, are already in use
today.

Stack filters from Hengst combine robustness and reliability with a compact
design and the best-possible filtration performance. The unprecedented
filter design is tailored to the increasing demands of modern engines used
in agricultural and construction machinery.

It is in the nature of things: The original doesn’t come around a second
time. And that is why the Hengst filter brand is unmistakable in the global Independent Aftermarket.

The requirements for oil filter modules in modern

ments. Stack filters have intermediate plates placed

As original equipment manufacturers and develop-

We offer you a comprehensive range of consistent,

agricultural and construction machinery are tremen-

in the filter element to shorten the length of the pleats

ment partners with well-known vehicle and engine

top-quality service parts ranging from classic filter

dous: They must withstand a pressure of 17 bar and

and so make them more stable. The plates also keep

manufacturers, we implement innovative ideas in the

inserts to sophisticated special applications. And

still be able to filter a fluid capacity of four bathtubs in

the pleats open to guarantee optimal differential pres-

best quality. Our comprehensive product and mate-

that pays off for you and your customers!

one minute. This places high demands on the stabili-

sure behavior at all times and hence the best-possible

rial knowledge puts us in a position to set standards

ty and differential pressure behavior of the filter ele-

filtration performance.

again and again in the Aftermarket. For you, this means: We supply high-quality, high-performance OEM
filtration solutions for agricultural and construction
machinery.
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housing, plastic injection-molded

dule contains a high number of

system of over 50 components

parts, and the integrated oil filter

functions: In addition to the core

comes in a compact, light-weight

element are manufactured entirely

function oil filtration and cooling an

design with tremendously low air-

in-house.

coolant pump is also integrated.

flow resistance, to foster fuel efficiency and reduce emissions.
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